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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a frame-period adaptation method
for speaking rate robust speech recognition. The proposed
method determines an appropriate frame-period for each
phrase by measuring its speaking rate or computing the
acoustic likelihood with a set of frame-periods. Experimen-
tal results on spontaneous speech recognition show that the
proposed method is effective for slower utterance. Actu-
ally, we can get about a 15% error reduction in error rate
for slower utterance by using the likelihood based frame-
period determination.

1. INTRODUCTION

All speech recognition systems include an initial signal pro-
cessing front end that converts a noisy and/or degraded
speech waveform into useful feature parameters for further
processing. Specifically, the front end is required to ex-
tract important feature parameters from the speech wave-
form that are relatively insensitive to speaker, noise, chan-
nel, speaking rate variation[1][2]. These feature parame-
ters provide a reasonable recognition performance if both
the training and the testing environment are same. How-
ever, once mismatched conditions exist between training
and testing data, due typically to background noise, chan-
nel distortion or speaking rate, the recognition performance
drops severely.

We especially concert the speaking rate which is vari-
ant of speech signals. Not only inter-speaker variability but
also intra speaker variability cause the difference in speak-
ing rate, because speakers tend to vary the speaking rate
in different situations. It is well known that the perfor-
mance of the speech recognition systems degrades when the
speaking rate is much different than the average speaking
rate[3][4]. Several techniques have been proposed for re-
laxing speaking rate variability (e.g., adapting the acoustic
model state-transition probability, language weight and in-
sertion penalties[5], and reestimating the acoustic model
using maximum likelihood estimation and maximum apos-
teriori estimation[6]). These techniques require to retrain
and/or adapt acoustic models. Another method can be con-
sidered as a feature-based approach which speaking rate
variability is relaxed in the acoustic analysis.

In this paper, we propose a frame-period adaptation
method for speaking rate robust speech recognition and in-

vestigate the effectiveness of this method through the con-
tinuous speech recognition experiment.

In the following section, we explore a relationship be-
tween the speech recognition performance and the speak-
ing rate. Section 3 describes a frame-period adaptation
method for variable speaking rate. In Section 4, we show
the recognition result on a Japanese spontaneous speech,
the effectiveness of the proposed method.

2. SPEAKING RATE AND RECOGNITION
PERFORMANCE

First, we present a relationship between the speaking rate
and the speech recognition performance. In this paper, the
speaking rate, which is defined the number of morae per sec-
ond (mora/sec), is computed upon each pause unit. Morae
is a basic series of consonant-vowel syllables (CV-syllables)
in Japanese. And a unit of mora/sec is widely used for the
duration control in many Japanese text-to-speech systems.

To investigate the recognition performance influenced
by speaking rate, we conduct continuous speech recognition
experiments on the ATR spontaneous speech database[7].
The speech dialogues uttered by 86 male speakers are used
for the evaluation. Average speaking rate of these dialogues
is 9.54 mora/sec. The speech recognition is performed by
a one-pass Viterbi algorithm under the phonotactic con-
straints of Japanese language expressed as phoneme-pair
grammar[8]. Figure 1 shows the number of pause units
with different speaking rate and their recognition results as
phoneme accuracy.

It can be seen from this figure that the recognition per-
formance degrades in compliance with difference of average
speaking rate, i.e., it is difficult to recognize much slower
and faster speech. Similar results were reported in [3] and
[4]. Also, the fact that slower and faster speech samples
are limited, indicates the difficulty of a construction of the
speaking rate dependent acoustic models. Now, we have to
develop a normalization or adaptation scheme for relaxing
the speaking rate variability.

Note that even if the recognition performances of the
slower and/or faster speech are improved, slight improve-
ments in overall performance can be expected, because they
are relatively much small compared to the medium speed
speech. However, we believe that improving these bad per-
formances is much important in real world applications than
improving the average performance.
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Figure 1: Speaking rate versus recognition performances
and distribution of pause units.

3. FRAME-PERIOD ADAPTATION

In this section, we describe the speaking rate adaptation
method on how to compensate the speaking rate mismatch
between the utterance. This method is how to change a
frame-period of the test utterance, namely faster utterance
is changed to short frame-period, on the contrary, slower
utterance, to longer frame-period. We call this method
“frame-period adaptation”. In frame-period adaptation, we
have to determine a frame-period of each test utterance. We
propose here the following two methods for frame-period
determination:

1. frame-period adaptation based on speaking rate

2. frame-period adaptation based on likelihood.

These methods are described in the following sections.

3.1. frame-period adaptation based on speaking rate

We describe how to adapt a frame-period using speaking
rate, we use mora/sec for the speaking rate in this paper.

For calculating the speaking rate for each utterance,
we use transcription files. The transcription files include
start and end time of the utterance, and the transcription
of the utterance with Roman alphabet character. Using
these transcription files, we can compute a mora/sec for
each pause unit.

Using speaking rate computed from a transcription file,
the adapted frame-period of each utterance (FP ) is calcu-
lated as follows:

FP = FP ∗MSt/MSs , (1)

where FP is the standard frame-period of training acous-
tic model, MSt and MSs are the average speaking rate
(mora/sec) of the training set and the speaking rate of
adapted utterance, respectively. In this paper, we use 10
msec (FP = 10) for the frame-period at training acoustic
model.

When the frame-period is longer than analysis window
length, adequate feature extraction can not be performed.
On the contrary, when the frame-period is much smaller,
computational cost will increase. Therefore, we restrict the
frame-period ranges as

FP − 4 ≤ FP ≤ FP + 4. (2)

3.2. frame-period adaptation based on likelihood

Generally, the duration of each phoneme differ even if speak-
ing rate is same. Therefore, we need to consider the kinds
of phonemes for calculating the strict speaking rate. If we
use duration model which are employed in text-to-speech
systems, we can compute more strict speaking rate con-
sidering the kinds of phonemes. For simplicity, we here
introduce a likelihood based method which determines the
speaking rate implicitly.

This method uses an acoustic model trained with the
standard frame-period. Using this acoustic model, the
adapted frame-period and the recognition result are ob-
tained by the following steps.

Step 1 Decode the utterance analyzed with the standard
frame-period.

Step 2 Compute the acoustic likelihoods with a set of frame-
period against the recognition result obtained by
Step 1.

Step 3 Choose a frame-period which gives the highest acous-
tic likelihood as the adapted frame-period.

Step 4 Decode the utterance analyzed with the adapted
frame-period again.

In Step 2, shorter frame-period generally gives higher
likelihood because the number of frames is different among
frame-periods. Therefore, we employ the following normal-
ization method:

FP = argmax
FP

(AM −GM), (3)

where FP is the adapted frame-period, FP indicates a set
of the selected frame-periods (i.e., 6, 7, . . ., 13, 14 msec
in this paper). AM and GM indicate the likelihood cal-
culated from trained acoustic model and a generic model,
respectively. As for a generic model, we use a GMM with
128 mixture components trained by the feature parameters
with the standard frame-period.

4. EXPERIMENT

To investigate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we
conducted the continuous phoneme recognition experiment
using Japanese spontaneous speech database[7].

4.1. Conditions

A total of 86 male speakers’ dialogues (about 144 minute)
sampled at 16 kHz were used for the acoustic model train-
ing. For the test set, other 8 male speakers’ dialogues
(about 21 minute) were used. Average speaking rate of
the training and the test set were 9.54 mora/sec and 7.84



Table 1: Preprocessing conditions.

sampling rate 16 kHz
preemphasis 0.98
frame length 20 msec
window type Hamming
MFCC order 12
filter bank order 16

Table 2: Recognition results for the test set.

method phoneme accuracy (%)
conventional 70.23
speaking rate 70.91
likelihood 70.75

mora/sec, respectively. 12-dimensional MFCCs, log power,
and their first derivatives (i.e., 26 dimensions in total),
which were analyzed on the condition described in
Table 1, were used as feature vectors. The standard frame-
period was set to 10 msec for the training. The frame-period
for the test was determined by the proposed method among
nine kinds of frame-period (i.e., 6, 7, . . . , 13, 14 msec).

Shared-state context dependent HMMs with five Gaus-
sian mixture components per state were trained. The total
number of states was set to 800. Using this acoustic model,
we evaluated the proposed method on each pause units. As
a first step of frame-period adaptation based on likelihood,
for ignoring the influence of recognition error on standard
frame-period, we used true sequence, i.e. contents of test
utterance, instead of the recognition results of Step 1 (see
section 3.2).

Recognition for all conditions was performed using one-
pass Viterbi algorithm with the phonotactic constraints of
Japanese language expressed as phoneme-pair grammar[8].
Recognition results were given as phoneme accuracy. We
used ATRSPREC[9] as acoustic modeling and recognition
tools.

4.2. Results and discussion

The recognition results of the proposed method were shown
in Table 2. For conventional method, we showed recogni-
tion result without proposed method, i.e., recognition result
of standard frame-period, in this table. Unfortunately, we
could get slight improvement comparing to the recognition
performance of the conventional method.

In the following section, we would discuss about the
speech recognition results in Table 2. We investigated the
relationship between the recognition result of the proposed
method and its speaking rate. Furthermore, we investi-
gated whether the frame-period determined by the likeli-
hood based method could capture its speaking rate in terms
of Eq. (1).
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Figure 2: Comparison of recognition results (based on
speaking rate v.s. conventional method). The arrow (→)
indicates improvement or degradation of the recognition
performance by the speaking rate based method.
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Figure 3: Comparison of recognition results (based on like-
lihood v.s. conventional method). The arrow (→) indicates
improvement or degradation of the recognition performance
by the likelihood based method.

4.2.1. relationship speaking rate and speech recognition
result

Figures 2 and 3 represented the recognition performances of
each speaking rate by the speaking rate based method and
the likelihood based method, respectively. We computed
the average recognition performances of each speaking rate
of Table 2, these performances showed in these figures.

We could see from these figures that the proposed
method was significantly improved the recognition perfor-
mance than these of the conventional method at slower ut-
terance. We investigated the recognition performances at
slower utterance less than 7 mora/sec, these utterance were
264 pause units (about 32.2% of all test utterance). The
recognition performance of these utterance was shown in



Table 3: Recognition results for the test set at speaking
rate less than 7 mora/sec.

method phoneme accuracy (%)
conventional 65.63
speaking rate 69.61
likelihood 70.76
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Figure 4: Relationships between selected frame-period and
speaking rate. The times (×) indicates the frame-period
selected by the likelihood based adaptation method. The
arrow (↔) indicates a range of the frame-periods calculated
by Eq. (1).

Table 3. We observed the relative improvements in the
error rate by 11.57%(65.63%→69.61%) using the speaking
rate based method and 14.93%(65.63→70.76%) using the
likelihood based method, respectively.

4.2.2. relationship between the frame-periods determined
by the proposed method

Here, we investigated whether the frame-period determined
by the likelihood based method could capture its speak-
ing rate in terms of Eq. (1). Using the likelihood based
frame-period adaptation method described in section 3.2,
we estimated frame-periods for the training set. The frame-
periods selected by likelihood based method were shown in
figure 4.

We could see from this figure that the selected frame-
periods roughly captured their speaking rates. Consequently,
we could expect the likelihood based method was useful for
the implicit frame-period selection.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed the frame-period adapta-
tion method for speaking rate robust speech recognition.
The adaptive frame-period is determined for each pause
unit based on speaking rate or acoustic likelihood.

We could observe significant improvements in the phoneme
accuracy at less than 7 mora/sec by using the proposed
frame-period adaptation method. Actually, we could get
the improvements of error rate 11.57% using adaptation
based on speaking rate and 14.93% using adaption based
on likelihood, respectively.

It is well known that people tend to speak slowly in real
word environments when recognition systems are used. So,
we believe that the proposed method is useful at real world
environments.

In our experiments, we assume that the speaking rate is
constant during the utterance. As a further study, we will
have to develop more sophisticated techniques for capturing
the speaking rate change during the utterance. Also, we will
use the proposed adaptation method for acoustic modeling.
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